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In our endeavor to cater the best that Gujaratis across the world need, we are launching Gujarati Calendar
consequently for second year. This year we have created a Gujarati calender in bigger size, so that you can
make a wall-paper out of it for your pc. Some Gujaratis related affairs are added in relevant date boxes of our
Gujarati calendar Gujarati calendar begins a day after Diwali. Days in Gujarati calendar are pronounced like
this: In general there are three seasons in India which are winter, summer and monsoon. They are respectively
called Shiyaalo, Unaalo and Chomaasu in Gujarati language. However there are sub seasons too in each
season. Similary Jeth and Ashadh are the months of Grishma or Summer. Gujarati Vikram Samvat Calendar is
around year ahead of Christian calendar. To calculate the present Christian year, 57 years should be subtracted
from the Indian year if the date is between starting of the Indian year and the end of the Western year i. If the
date falls between the beginning of the Western year and the end of the Indian year i. Gujarati Vikram Samvat
calendar uses a solar year but divides it into 12 lunar months, each consisting 29 days 12 hours 44 minutes and
3 seconds. All together a lunar year of days 8 hours 48 minutes and 36 seconds. In Gujarati Hindu Vikram
Samvat Calendar seasons are as per the sun, months as per the moon and days as per both the sun and the
moon. Lunar days or tithis can have various lengths. Not only this but sometimes a tithi is omitted or
sometime two continuous days share the same tithi. This is because in Gujarati Calendar the days are
calculated using the difference of the longitudinal angle between the position of the sun and moon. On the
other hand in Nepal where Vikram Samvat is official calendar the new year begins in the middle of April.
Instruction of usage Currently we are releasing only October August calendar pages. All the other months
pages will be released soon. Your suggestions are welcome.
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2: Gujarati Calendar | Vikram Samvat Gujarati Calendar is identified as Gujarati Vikram Samvat Calendar - in Gujarat. Use this calendar to identify
janmashtami, satam, aatham, atham, samvatsari, diwali, besatu varsh festivals.

Christian year We have created a calender with Gujarati flavor In our endeavor to cater the best that Gujaratis
across the world need, we are launching Gujarati Calendar consequently for second year. This year we have
created a Gujarati calendar in bigger size X So that you can make a wall-paper out of it for your pc. Some
Gujaratis related affairs are added in relevant date boxes of our Gujarati calendar e. While making this
Gujarati calendar, we driven by Gujarati cultural patriotism have taken some new initiatives and liberties on
our own e. We have also mentioned some informative details in date boxes e. In December we are continuing
the same and even going one step ahead. We have added some interesting events that are going to take place in
December in the state. We believe that in digital age, the Calendar should be live. At least ours will be like
that for sure. Currently we are releasing only November-December calendar page. All the other months pages
will be released one by one after this and will be interlinked. Your suggestions are welcome. Please wait till
all images are loaded. Each picture file is in png format. The Western calendar is based on the sun, in which a
year is the time required for the earth to complete one orbit around the sun. This precisely measures days 5
hours 48 minutes and 46 seconds. The Indian calender is ingeniously based on both the sun and the moon; it
uses a solar year but divides it into 12 lunar months. A lunar month is precisely 29 days 12 hours 44 minutes
and 3 seconds long. Twelve such months constitute a lunar year of days 8 hours 48 minutes and 36 seconds.
To help the lunar months coincide with the solar year, the practice of inserting an intercalary extra month
arose. Hence an extra month, called the Adhik Mas, is inserted every 30 months i. Lunar days in the Indian
calendar are called tithis. They are calculated using the difference of the longitudinal angle between the
position of the sun and moon. Because of this, tithis may vary in length. Consequently, the tithi may or may
not have changed by the time the day has changed at sunrise. And that is why we find at certain times a tithi
being omitted, and at certain times, two consecutive days sharing the same tithi. In the Indian calendar,
seasons follow the sun; months follow the moon; and days, both the sun and the moon. To calculate the
corresponding year of the Common Era, 57 years should be subtracted from the Indian year if the date falls
between the beginning of the Indian year and the end of the Western year i. If the date falls between the
beginning of the Western year and the end of the Indian year i. We present the year calendar with the tithis,
dates and holy festivals of India.
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Today, October 19, is celebrated as Gujarati New www.enganchecubano.com day is known as Padva and it marks the
start of the Vikram Samvat calendar.. In terms of the five day Diwali festival it is the fourth day and it falls on Ekam tithi
of Hindu calendar month Kartak.

Due to the advancement of the technology today, you are also going to find huge development in the calendars
s well. Today youngsters highly depend upon the modern technology and even old people are keen on the
technology because it offers convenient and ease. Online calendars are now the preferred ones s compared to
others. If you re having old phones, then you will not be able to enjoy much features of the online calendars.
So what if you need to plan for the upcoming Gujarati festival in your community? Online you are going to
get calendars with Gujarati flavors that are required among the Gujarati. Every year the companies creating
online calendars put new and best features in the calendars. For instance some offers bigger size, you can
make wallpapers, get all Gujarati I related affairs in the date box and much more. This makes everything easy
and convenient when you need n instant check on the upcoming festival or affair. Good things about online
calendars There are many best features, which you are going to get with the online calendars. The best one is
that you can easily access them on your personal computers s long s you re having an internet connection.
There re Smartphone available which gives paperless access to the online calendars? It is obvious that you
cannot carry paper calendars everywhere long with you and old model calendars are not having data of full
Gujarati affairs, but online versions do. Now you will not have any reason or excuse to forget important
affairs. Using online calendars; lets you organize your everyday tasks. You will be able to remind bout the
upcoming occasions when you are having digital calendar by your side with good features. There are plenty of
features that online calendars have. You just have to look for the best ones. Some also sent emails regarding
upcoming affairs or the data you have stored to remind you about the particular date. You can easily have sync
in features and get to know what you re up to in next hours. There are many organizations, which use online
calendars because of the reason that it increases efficiency and helps in managing schedules in their daily
activities. Get online There are online products available and they can easily tie with your email. There are
some online calendar products, which also require registration and this is good because you will be able to
access more features. When you are going to search online, you are going to find hundreds of calendars. If you
are interested in knowing another culture, then also you will get huge aid from the online calendars. You just
have to connect with your emails and get all right in your PC or mobiles.
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Hindu Calendar with Tithi | Panchang [Vikram Samvat ] It's again that time of the year where the new year tends to be
some few days left and the need for something new to even start. Hence the one thing that people tends to look out for
is the need to have the calendars ready in their houses for keep track of everything.

This article is basically all about the Hindu Calendar with Tithi. As we all know how much importance a
calendar plays in our daily life. Basically a calendar is a system of organizing days for
religious,social,adminstrative or commercial purpose. Hindu calendar is basically a combined term for the
various Lunisolar calendars used in Hinduism. As in ancient times the people used to worship Pashupati
goddess. In Harappa civilization also the people used to worship mother goddess and pashupati lord. For the
southern region Tamil calendar is found and for the eastern region Bengali is there all of which emphasize the
Lunar cycle and their new year starts in spring. In regions such as Kerala the solar cycle is emphasized and the
calendar there is known as Malayalam calendar and their new year starts in autumn. The ancient Hindu
calendar is very much similar to the Jewish calendar but different from the Gregorian calendar Hindu peoples
celebrate and worship many gods and celebrate more festivals than any other religion people does. Early
Buddhist communities of India adopted the ancient calendar of India later came the vikrami calendar and then
the local Buddhist calendar. First is the Amanta tradition in which on no moon day the lunar month ends.
Second is the Purnimanta tradition. In purnimata traditon on full moon day the lunar month ends. Amanda is
also known as amavasaynt tradition. This tradition is followed by all of the Indian states which have a
peninsular coastline leaving odisha , assam and tripura. Odisha, assam and tripura follow the Purnimanta
tradition. Purnimata tradition was being followed in the ancient times Vedic era. Amanta system replaced the
purnimata system and is in use as the Hindu calendar system from the first century BC. As once Dayanand
saraswati also said to go back to the Vedas. On this night the half moon turns into a full moon whereas the
other half turns and ends into a new moon. Most of the Hindu festivals often are either on or the day after the
full moon night or the darkest night also known as Amavasya night except for some which are associated with
gods like lord Rama , Lord Krishna, and lord Durga. The combination of these three systems has led to
determine the dates of the festivals or any event in ancient or modern times of Hindus, Buddhist or Jainism
literature and festival calendars. Panchang Calendar As like in months the Hindu calendars has two measures
of day, out of which one is based on the lunar movement and other on the solar. The solar days also known as
civil days are called divasa which has been and what most Hindus traditionally use which is simple and exact
to see, by poor and rich, with or without a clock, and it is characterized as the period starting with one dawn
then onto the next. A lunar day or tithi may start at any time as in it started in morning and can end the next
morning. Both of these do not correlate to mathematical measures of lunar movement. Some Important dates
in Hindu calendars for the year
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According to the Hindu Calendar with Tithi, the New Year starts on 18 th March with Chaitra Actually the Hindu calendar
or the Vikram Samvat or the Shak Samvat runs 57 years ahead and that is why year (according to the Georgian
calendar) is the year as per the Hindu calendar.

6: Indian Calendar for Indian Festivals and Indian Holidays
May - Page 3 - Template Calendar Design Tithi Toran Calender November - Thanks for visiting my blog, article
above(Tithi Toran Calender November ) published by edi suparman at September, 29
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Tithi Toran Calender November | Pleasant in order to the blog, within this time I'll show you about tithi toran calender
november And today, this is actually the very first impression: And today, this is actually the very first impression.

8: Gujarati Calendar January, | Vikram Samvat , Posh, Maha
Â© Bochasanwasi Shri Akshar Purushottam Swaminarayan Sanstha (BAPS Swaminarayan Sanstha), Swaminarayan
Aksharpith - | Privacy Policy | Terms & Conditions.

9: Gujarati Panchang Calendar Tithi Toran with Holidays PDF online
List of Indian Festivals and Holidays in year , which includes Government and National Holidays, Buddhist Holidays,
Jain Holidays, Sikh Holidays and Christian Holidays in India.
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